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Borylsilylalkenes are useful intermediates in organic synthesis because of their ability to achieve 

straightforward modification through a series of chemical transformations. Such molecules combine the synthetic 

potential of both boryl and silyl groups bonded to sp2-carbon and their different reactivities.[1] They can converted 

into other functional groups (e.g., halogen, aryl, alkenyl, hydroxyl, etc.) via demetallation processes (e.g., 

palladium-catalyzed coupling reactions at the boryl (Suzuki-Miyaura)[2] or silyl (Hiyama)[3] fragment), or become 

reagents for the synthesis of saturated functional molecules.[4]  

Catalytic hydrosilylation of boryalkynes with silanes will be discussed as a highly effective method for the 

synthesis of borylsilylalkenes with a diverse arrangement of substituents, which gives the possibility to use 

commercially available catalysts and substrates, carrying out the processes with stoichiometric ratio of 

reagents.[5]  

 
Borylsilylalkenes have been successfully obtained by directed cis-hydrosilylation of a structurally different, 

wide group of borylalkynes with silanes. The processes occurred by cis-addition of the Si-H bond across the 

carbon-carbon triple bond and led to trans- and cis- products depending on the specific catalyst and reaction 

conditions used. The obtained products constitute very useful synthons for the synthesis of substituted ethenes 

or complex materials by widely spread chemical transformations.  

In the communication the detailed optimization of the reaction conditions on the process efficiency and 

selectivity will be presented.  
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